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Abstract

Recently graph-based methods have been001
adopted for Abstractive Text Summarization.002
However, existing graph-based methods only003
consider either word relations or structure in-004
formation, which neglect the correlation be-005
tween them. To simultaneously capture the006
word relations and structure information from007
sentences, we propose a novel Dual Graph net-008
work for Abstractive Sentence Summarization009
(DG-ABS). Specifically, we first construct se-010
mantic scenario graph and semantic word re-011
lation graph based on FrameNet, and subse-012
quently learn their representations and design013
graph fusion method to enhance their correla-014
tion and obtain better semantic representation015
for summary generation. Experimental result-016
s show our model outperforms existing state-017
of-the-art methods on two popular benchmark018
datasets, i.e., Gigaword and DUC 2004.019

1 Introduction020

Abstractive text summarization is a challenging021

Natural Language Generation (NLG) task, aiming022

to compress or rewrite a text into a short version023

while preserving its essential information. Here, we024

focus on abstractive sentence summarization where025

the input text is a sentence (Rush et al., 2015).026

Recently, graph-based methods (Seo et al., 2018;027

Li et al., 2020; Xu et al., 2020) have been adopt-028

ed for text summarization, notably using graph029

structures for better modeling relations between030

words. Though remarkable performance has been031

achieved, existing methods attempt to model either032

word relations or structure information, instead033

of model them concurrently. For example, (Xu034

et al., 2020) models structure information between035

sub-sentences obtained from Rhetorical Structure036

Theory (RST) (Mann and Thompson, 1988). (Zhu037

et al., 2020) constructs a knowledge graph which038

captures word relations, by extracting triples, i.e.039

(subject, relation, object) from text.040

In this paper, we propose DG-ABS, a Dual 041

Graph Neural network for Abstractive Sentence 042

Summarization, to simultaneously model word re- 043

lations and structure information from given sen- 044

tences. In particular, we leverage FrameNet (Fill- 045

more et al., 1976; Baker et al., 1998), a semantic 046

database that provides schematic scenario represen- 047

tation, to construct Semantic Scenario Graph (SSG) 048

and Semantic Word Relation Graph (SWRG). 049

In FrameNet, Frame (F) is defined as a compo- 050

sition of Lexical Units (LUs) and a set of Frame 051

Elements (FEs). Given a sentence, if its certain 052

word evokes a Frame by matching a LU, then it 053

is called Target (T) (Guo et al., 2020). Taking 054

Frame Leadership in Figure 1 as an example, the 055

word premier evokes the Frame, which contains 056

two FEs, i.e., Governed, Leader. The FE Gov- 057

erned is filled by word Chinese. It is worth men- 058

tioning that FrameNet connects different relevant 059

Frames into a Frame network by defining Frame- 060

to-Frame (F-to-F) relations, which provide natural 061

and effective ways to model semantic relations. 062

The connected Frames, used to build SSG, provide 063

the semantic scenario information at a higher con- 064

ceptual level. On the other hand, the word relations 065

are used to build SWRG based on filler words to 066

Frames and Frame Elements at lower word level. 067

Over these two semantic graphs, Gated Graph Neu- 068

ral Networks (GGNN) (Li et al., 2016) is first built 069

to capture word relations and structures individu- 070

ally. Then an attention fusion method is designed 071

to integrate dual graph representations, which will 072

be fed into decoder to generate accurate summary. 073

The contribution of this paper is three-fold: 074
1. We propose a novel DG-ABS model, which, 075

to the best of our knowledge, is the first at- 076

tempt to simultaneously capture word rela- 077

tions and structure information to guide the 078

summary generation. 079

2. We design a graph fusion module between 080

semantic scenario graph and semantic word 081
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Figure 1: FrameNet-style parsing of the sentence. The top block contains Frame (blue) and Frame Elements
(green). The bottom block is the filler words of the Frame (yellow) and Frame Element (brown). The Frame or
Frame Element corresponds to its filler words in vertical direction, e.g., Frame Element Leader and Speaker have
the same filler words huang ju (red dashed line), permier is the Target of Frame Leadership (purple dashed line).

relation graph, which further facilitates learn-082

ing better graph semantic representation.083

3. Experimental results show our DG-ABS mod-084

el achieves competitive performance compar-085

ing with state-of-the-art approaches on bench-086

mark Gigaword and DUC 2004 datasets.087

2 Methodology088

In this section, we introduce the overall architec-089

ture of DG-ABS, as shown in Figure 2. We first090

introduce the graph construction and then detail the091

whole model.092

2.1 Graph Construction for SSG and SWRG093

Semantic Scenario Graph (SSG). As illustrated094

in Figure 1, the sentence contains four Frames, and095

each Frame has a set of Frame Elements. Different096

Frames are connected by F-to-F relations. Each097

Frame is a nucleus node and more central and im-098

portant, while each Frame Element is a satellite n-099

ode, more peripheral and less important in terms of100

content and grammatical reliance (Xu et al., 2020).101

Semantic Word Relation Graph (SWRG).102

Frame is an abstract semantic scenario, and the103

same Frame in a sentence may have different filler104

words. In order to model more fine-grained se-105

mantic relations between words, we use the word-106

s which filled to the corresponding Frames and107

Frame Elements to build SWRG. Same as the SS-108

G, each Target word of Frame is a nucleus node109

and the filler words of Frame Elements are satellite110

nodes. Then, we use the same F-to-F relations to111

connect the nucleus nodes to a whole network.112

Note, for both SSG and SWRG, an overall sen-113

tence level (root) node will be added to connect114

nodes together, if the nucleus nodes can not be 115

connected to a whole network by F-to-F relations. 116

2.2 Sentence and Graph Encoder 117

Sentence Encoder. Given the source sentence 118

X = [w1, w2, ..., wi, ..., wl], where wi is the i-th 119

word in sentence, and l is the length of the sen- 120

tence. We employ the pre-trained BERT (Devlin 121

et al., 2019) to construct its contextual information 122

for each token, and produce a sequence of con- 123

textual representation Cb = [x1, x2, ..., xi, ..., xl], 124

where xi is the i-th corresponding hidden state. 125

Cb = BERT (X ) (1) 126

Graph Encoder. We define the SSG graph Gs 127

and SWRG graph Gw in a unified way. Given 128

the constructed SWRG Gw = (V, E) as an exam- 129

ple, where V = {vi}i=1:Nv , and E = {ek}k=1:Ne 130

represent graph nodes and the edges, Nv and N e 131

are the number of nodes and edges, respectively. 132

Each node v = {wj}nv
j=mv

is a text span in X , 133

where mv/nv is starting/ending position of the text 134

span. Then, initial representation h0v for each node 135

v = {wj}nv
j=mv

is computed by averaging corre- 136

sponding text span representations in Cb: 137

h0v =
1

|mv − nv|

nv∑
j=mv

xj (2) 138

Note in SSG Gs, each node is a Frame or Frame 139

Element, and the initial representation h0v for each 140

node is initialized by BERT. It encodes the Frame 141

name definition and Frame element definition, and 142

then use the first input token ([CLS]) representation 143

of the last layer as their embeddings respectively. 144
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Figure 2: Model architecture of DG-ABS.

After building the graph Gw, to dynamically cap-145

ture the correlation between nodes, we design a K146

layers Dual Graph Encoder (DGE) which builds147

upon Gated Graph Neural Network (GGNN) (Li148

et al., 2016; Pan et al., 2020) to update all the n-149

ode representations. The input for the k-th DGE150

layer is the output of the previous layer, denoted151

as h(k−1) = {h(k−1)1 , h
(k−1)
2 , ..., h

(k−1)
Nv }. The k-th152

layer state transition h(k) for each node v ∈ V can153

be calculated as follows:154

hki = ρ

∑
r∈R

∑
vj∈Ni

α
(k−1)
ij Wrh

(k−1)
j

 (3)155

where hki is the hidden state of node vi at k-th156

DGE layer. R is the set of edge types, and Ni is157

the neighbors of node vi. Wr denotes learnable pa-158

rameters, and ρ(·) is an activation function. α(k−1)
ij159

is the attention weight of node vi over vj .160

α
(k−1)
ij =

exp(h
(k−1)
i · h(k−1)j )∑

j′∈Ni
exp(h

(k−1)
i · h(k−1)

j′
)

(4)161

After K layers of graph propagation, we obtain fi-162

nal graph Gw representation hw = hk. Then, graph163

Gs representation hs can be computed similarly.164

2.3 Graph Fusion Module165

After the individual graph encoding, Branch hs and166

hw are expected to capture the structure-related and167

word-related features respectively. Following the168

human writing behavior, they always organize the169

structure of article first, and then write the article 170

content according to the article structure. Thus, we 171

further fuse the graph representation from the two 172

branches dynamically (Yin et al., 2020). Specifical- 173

ly, we first calculate the enriched Gs representation 174

ĥg as follows: 175

ĥgt =
∑
j∈N v

αtj · hwj (5) 176

αt,j = σ(W1h
s
t +W2h

w
j ) (6) 177

Where σ is an activation function. N v is the 178

number of nodes, and W l
1 and W l

2 are parameter 179

matrices. Likewise, we can obtain the enriched Gw 180

representation ȟg. 181

In the second step, we compute an update gate u 182

to fusion the enriched representations. Concretely, 183

we generate the final graph representation hg in the 184

following way: 185

ut = β(ĥgt , ȟ
g
t ) (7) 186

hgt = (1− ut)ĥgt + utȟ
g
t (8) 187

Where β stands for a nonlinear function. 188

2.4 Feature Aggregation 189

To obtain the final enriched sentence representation 190

C, we integrate sentence representation Cb with 191

graph representation hg. For a word wi in X , we 192

search all the nodes which contain wi, denoted as 193

{hg1, h
g
2, ..., h

g
k}. Then, we concatenate the word 194

representation xi with the average of corresponding 195

node representations for summary generation. 196
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Method R-1 R-2 R-L
ProphetNet 39.55 20.27 36.57
ERNIE-GEN 39.25 20.25 36.53
BERTShare 38.13 19.81 35.62
Open-NMT 36.73 17.86 33.68
Re3Sum 37.04 19.03 34.46
BiSET 39.11 19.78 36.87
DG-ABS 41.94 23.58 38.97

Table 1: F-measures ROUGE socres on Gigaword.

C = [xi;
1

k

k∑
j=1

hgj ] (9)197

198
2.5 Summary Generation199

We build a transformer-based decoder (Vaswani200

et al., 2017; Zhu et al., 2020), which takes the en-201

riched sentence representation C to generate sum-202

mary one word at a time. At each decoding step203

t, the current decoding state st is updated by the204

previous output [y1, y2, ..., yt−1] and C. The proba-205

bility P(yt) of next token yt is represented as:206

P(yt) = softmax (Wst + b) (10)207

3 Experiments208

3.1 Data, Baselines and Evaluation Metrics209

We compare our model on two benchmark Giga-210

word (Napoles et al., 2012) and DUC 2004 (Over211

et al., 2007). More specifically, for Gigaword, we212

compare with six models, including three non-pre-213

trained models: Open-NMT (Klein et al., 2017),214

Re3Sum (Cao et al., 2018), BiSET (Wang et al.,215

2019), and three pre-trained models: BERTShare216

(Rothe et al., 2020), ProphetNet (Yan et al., 2020),217

ERNIE-GEN (Xiao et al., 2020). For DUC 2004,218

we compare with four models, including Featse-219

q2seq (Nallapati et al., 2016), SEASS (Zhou et al.,220

2017), ERAML (Li et al., 2018), and GLEAM221

(Gao et al., 2019).222

Following the existing work, we apply recall-223

based ROUGE metric on DUC 2004 data (Rush224

et al., 2015; Gao et al., 2019), and F-based ROUGE225

to evaluate Gigaword data (Cao et al., 2018; Xiao226

et al., 2020).227

3.2 Performance Comparison228

Results on Gigaword. As shown in Table 1. We229

observe that DG-ABS model achieves 41.94, 23.58230

and 38.97 in terms of three evaluation metrics,231

Method R-1 R-2 R-L
Featseq2seq 28.61 9.42 25.24
SEASS 29.21 9.56 25.51
ERAML 29.33 10.24 25.24
GLEAM 29.51 9.78 25.60
DG-ABS 30.03 10.71 26.05

Table 2: R-measures ROUGE socres on DUC 2004.

Method R-1 R-2 R-L
DG-ABS 41.94 23.58 38.97
-w/o SSG 41.02 22.67 38.01
-w/o SWRG 39.29 21.14 36.54
-w/o Dual Graph 36.74 19.83 35.17

Table 3: Ablation study on Gigaword data.

which are 2.83, 3.8, and 2.1 point better than 232

second-best results (from different methods), in- 233

dicating we are able to generate better quality sum- 234

maries. In addition, compared with ProphetNet 235

(pre-trained model) and BiSET (non-pre-trained 236

model) which employ selective gate and adopt sum- 237

mary templates, our DG-ABS model outperforms 238

them significantly, signifying the importance of 239

leveraging the Frame semantic information. 240

Results on DUC 2004. Table 2 shows that our 241

model once again achieves the best performance 242

across all three metrics consistently. 243

Ablation Study. We also conduct ablation s- 244

tudy to assess the impact of different components 245

of DG-ABS. As shown in Table 3, By removing 246

either SSG or SWRG , the performance degrades 247

significantly, indicating both SSG and SWRG are 248

important to our overall model. When we do not 249

use our dual graph at all, the performance degrades 250

most, verifying these two innovative steps play cru- 251

cial roles for generating high quality summaries. 252

Detailed case analysis is available in appendix A. 253

4 Conclusion 254

We propose a novel DG-ABS model to simulta- 255

neously capture the word relations and structure 256

information from sentences to effectively guide 257

summary generation. Specifically, we first build se- 258

mantic word relation graph and semantic scenario 259

graph based on FrameNet, and subsequently design 260

a graph fusion method to enhance their correlation 261

and enriched joint representations. Extensive ex- 262

perimental results demonstrate our model achieves 263

better performance than state-of-the-art approach. 264
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